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Dean Revises February Registration Schedule 
Feb. 4 Remains As Date 
For Opening Of Classes 
A revised registration 
schedule was issued Wednes-
day by the Dean's Office, cre-
ating one of the shortest reg-
istration periods in recent 
Xavier history. Although the fol-
lowing schedule supersedes the 
one that appears in the current 
edition of the University catalog, 
instruction b e g i n s Thursday 
morning, Feb. 4, as originally 
planned. 
STUDENTS TO MEET PROM QUEEN CANDIDATES; 
RIFLE CLUB DANCE FOLLOWS GAME TONIGHT 
The new schedule is as follows: 
Saturday, Jan. 30 
9-11:00 a. m.: Seniors 
Monday, Feb. 1 
9-10:30 a. m.: Juniors A-L 
10:30-12 a. m.: Juniors M-Z 
1-2:30 p. m.: Sophomores A-L 
2:30-4 p. m.: Sophomores M-Z 
Tuesday, Feb. 2 
9-10:30 a. m.: ·Freshmen A-H 
10:30-12 a. m.: Freshman I-N 
1-3:00 p. m.: Freshmen 0-Z 
Because of the compressed 
schedule, students are urged to 
follow registration instructions 
closely. Seniors are reminded 
that they should complete trial 
schedules and have them ap-
proved by their adviser before 
they appear for Jan. 30 registra-
tion. 
Rev. J. Peter Buschmann, S.J., 
assistant dean, · will · explain the 
registration procedure to fresh-
men in a compulsory freshman 
convocation to be held this after-
noon at 1:30 in the Fieldhouse. 
Ex-CPA President 
Speaks On 'Taxes' 
The Cincinnati Chapter of the 
National Association of Cost Ac-
countants is sponsoring a series 
of lectures for accounting stu-
dents at Xavier University. Clen-
ton Collins, CPA chapter past-
president, delivered the first talk 
on "Taxation" before the Taxa-
tion Class. 
Mr. Cletus Elson, chapter presi-
dent, addressed the Accounting 
Society on costs in the meat 
packing industry. 
Mr. Vernon Hoffman, secretary 
of the Queen City Forging Co., a 
past president of the chapter, and 
Mr. Frank Kelly, treasurer of 
the J. H. Day Co. and present 
secretary of the Chapter, will 
present a case study on "Job Or-
der Costs" before the Industrial 
Accounting Class on Friday, Jan. 
22. 
Bellar1nine 'Unity' 
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Senior Don Brockwell receives Holy Eucharist under both species 
at Monday's Slavic Rite Mass. Photo by Karches 
Bellarmine Chapel opened the 
observance of the Chair of Unity 
Octave on Monday, Jan. 18, with 
a Slavic Rite Mass celebrated by 
Rev. Maurice F. Meyers, S.J., in-
structor in Russian language and 
literature at the Russian Institute 
of Fordham University. Fr. Mey-
ers was assisted by Rev. William 
P. Hetherington, S.J., chairman 
of the Classics department of 
Xavier. 
The Unity Octave, beginning 
on the feast of St. Peter's Chair 
and extending to the feast of the 
Conversion of St. Paul on Jan. 25, 
consists of prayers for the return 
of all men to the true Church in 
the spirit of the Good Shepherd's 
plea for "one fold and one shep-
herd." 
In Room 47, Albers Hall, at 
1: 30 Fr. Meyers discussed the 
condition of the Church in Rus-
sia. He outlined the Ten Com-
mandments of Communism which 
flowed from the principles that 
God and His Church are to be 
boycotted, if not destroyed, and 
the state is to be given the first 
allegiance of all men. 
In consideration of the means 
which the Communists have de-
veloped to promulgate their Ten 
Commandments, Fr. Meyers 
pointed out that the present So-
viet Educational system revolves 
about academic discipline and a 
Godless culture: however, it was 
stessed that academically the stu-
dents of Russian schools are as 
well, if not better, trained than 
American pupils. 
He warned against underesti-
mating the power of the Commu-
nist line on students' minds. 
Versatile Local Talent Highlights ·Show 
'Xavier Presents' Debuts On Sunday As 
By Bob Manley 
Student talent from the 
Greater Cincinnati Area will 
be featured on "Xavier Pre-
sents," the Xavier television 
show entering its sixth season 
on WCPO-TV which will be 
viewed by thousands of Cincin-
natians every Sunday afternoon 
between 3:30 and 4:00. 
. The program, which is being 
directed by Rev. James V. Mc-
Cummiskey, S.J., professor of 
Philosophy, w i 11 b e guided 
through its weekly 30 minutes by 
Emcees Wink Vester and Gerry 
Keefe, both Xavier alumni. 
Frank Sedler, Gene Jochem 
and Dick Stevens along with 
Adele Gratsch of Our Lady of 
Cincinnati College and Mary Jo 
Dixon of Seton will be the lead-
ing vocalists on "Xavier Pre-
sents." Mary Jo will team up 
with her sister Liz Dixon and 
the show's pianist, Pat Flynn to 
form a trio. Joy Gilbert of With-
row Minstrel fame will grace the 
show with her song and dance 
routines. 
Background music will be pro-
vided by a combo currently being 
organized. Bill Braun will handle 
the popular piano solos and Peter 
Paul Loyanich will play classical 
renditions. The combo will in-
clude Dick Inskeep on the bass 
fiddle, a drummer from Ohio 
State University, John Schmaltz 
on the organ and Pat Flynn at 
the piano. 
Later in the season, "Xavier 
Presents" will feature such acts 
(Continued on Pase 8) 
Elections To Take Place First Week Of Semester; 
South Hall l\'lacle Scene Of l\'.lusical l\'lusket-Ball 
Tonight, at the Rifle Club dance, queen candidates for the 
.Junior Prom will be officially introduced to the student body. 
These candidates,.representing various student organizations, 
are all Evening College students. 
The election of the queen and her court will be held dur-
ing the week of Feb. 8, according ---·----------
to Bill Trischler, chairman of the 
Prom selection committee. Pic-
tures of the candidates will ap-
pear in the lobby of the Library 
Building where the voting will 
take place. 
Tonight's dance, termed the 
Musket-Ball by the Rifle Club, 
will follO'W the Xavier-Baldwin-
Wallace basketball game. South 
Hall will be the scene of the mu-
sic and entertainment from 10:00 
until midnight. 
On Friday evening, Feb. 12, the 
announcement of the queen and 
court will be made at the Eve-
ning College's Social Club dance 
which will be held in South Hall. 
The Junior Prom will be held 
in the Hall of Mirrors of the 
Netherland Plaza Hotel on· Fri-
day evening, Feb. 26. 
;New Philopedians 
Travel To Purdue 
Four of Xavier's unfledged de-
baters will demonstrate their po-
lemic skill at the Purdue Novice 
Tournament in Lafayette, Indi-
ana on Saturday, Feb. 6. Bill 
Glueck and Lloyd Lill will de-
fend the proposition that the 
United States adopt a policy of 
Free Trade. Walter Brusch and 
Bob Manley will present their 
arguments against such a policy. 
Larry Blank, president of the 
Poland Philopedian Society, will 
accompany these novice debaters 
to serve as judge. 
Four varsity Philopedians will 
compete in the Ohio State Debate 
Tournament in Columbus on Sat-
urday, Jan. 30. 
N a'Vy N o·w Offering 
Line Com11iissions 
To Qualified Grads 
Naval Officer Procurement of-
ficials in Cincinnati are now of-
fering Reserve Commissions to 
college seniors who will obtain 
a degree within six montm;. 
Young men between the ages of 
19 and 32 who are physically, 
mentally and morally qualified 
may apply for billets in the Line, 
Supply Corps and Civil Engineer 
Corps of the Navy. 
Selected applicants are sent to 
the Navy's 'Officer Candidate 
School in Newport, Rhode Island. 
After· 12 weeks of training, suc-
cessful candidates serve with the 
fleet for a period of three years 
under present policies. For de-
tails contact the U. S. Navy, Fed-
eral Building, Cincinnati. 
A Navy officer plan for under-
graduates between the ages of 
17 and 181/z is also being offered 
by the Naval Reserve Training 
Center in Covington. If accepted, 
reservists attend Tuesday night 
meetings weekly and an officer 
candidate school for two summers 
of six weeks each. If accepted, 
students are deferred from Se-
lective Service obligations while 
completing their education and 
arc commissioned upon gradua-
tion to serve a period of three 
years in the active service, if 
needed, and a total of eight years 
in the Naval Reserve. 
Interested applicants should 
contact the Covington center soon 








Three of the 28 Xavier students who entered the Midwest 
Jesuit Intercollegiate English Contest emerged as winners. 
Tom Lippert, retiring editor of The News; Mayo Mohs, News 
columnist; and Bill Braun took the awards with their reviews 
of books from the authorized list of five. 
Frank Nieman, Don Butler, 
Tony Dietrich, Ed Ulmer and 
Bob Murray received honorable 
mention for their critical reviews. 
Entries in the contest, which 
was open to all full-time under-
graduate students of Xavier and 
eight other Jesuit colleges, con-
sisted of critical reviews of one 
of the five selected books. The 
books were: The Present Position 
of Catholics in England by John 
Newman, The New Society by 
Peter F. Drucker, Norms for the 
Novel by Harold C. Gardiner, Too 
Late the PhalaTope by Alan Pa-
ton, and Thorr.as More by R. W. 
Chambers. 
XU Dean To Judge 
In Movie Contest 
Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., 
dean of the College of Liberal 
Arts, is one of four judges in the 
Julius Caesar contest being spon-
sored by MGM pictures, Scandi-
navian Ail· Lines, the Italian 
Tourist Bureau and the Hyde 
Park Theater. 
A trip to Rome will be awarded 
to the writer of the best essay 
on the topic, "I Think Julius Cae-
sar Is A Great Play Because •.. " 
Wednesday was the last day of 
the contest. 
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« The One For All » 
From Jan. 18 to 25, the Universal Church observes the Chair of Unity Octave, a time of prayer for the return of all 
. men to the one fold, under the one shepherd in St. Peter's 
Chair at Rome. 
With the many opportunities for prayer and perfection 
that offer themselves daily to students of a Catholic College, 
we might during these days use some of them for the intention 
that our separated brethern may come back to the Church 
founded by Christ. 
Our Lord prayed for unity among His followers: "Yet not 
only for these do I pray, but for all those who through their 
word are to believe in me, that all may be one, even· as thou, 
Father in me and I in thee; that they also may be one in Us." 
Our Holy Father requests our imitation: "Unfortunately, 
many are still walking far from the Catholic truth, not willing 
to follow the suggestions of divine grace; and the reason is 
that not only they but the faithful, too, fail to intensify their 
prayers to God for this intention. Again and again we beg 
all who really love the Church, after the example of Our 
Divine Redeemer, to have constant recourse to that prayer." 
The Church does not command us to pray at any specific 
time; yet here is one time that counts. 
.« Here For The Taking » 
Exam time reminds us of retreat time, and so there is a silver lining to the foreboding cloud. 
It is unfortunate, in a way, that retreats are compulsory 
for Xavier students. This does not mean that we do not recog-
nize the practicality of the decision requiring them. Certainly 
it is the only realistic way of seeing that every student, in the. 
words of George Bernard Shaw, at least reminds himself tha.t 
he has a soul; and often, we are sure, the required retreat 
opens up for a man wellsprings of grace that might otherwise 
remain untapped. 
But the unfortunate side of the requirement is that, true 
to unenlightened human nature, we often dislike doing what 
we have to do. Thus too few students will look upon the chance 
to make a retreat as a rare opportunity and one to be genuinely 
appreciated. And entirely too many will view it as an inevi-
table evil, to be avoided insofar as is possible. 
Unless we are careful, this last attitude could prevent 
many of us from making our best retreat. Here is a case where 
enlightened human reason ought to take a crack at unenlight-
ened human nature, and we will proceed gratefully, and eag-
erly, to a nearby retreat house, thank you. 
« No Unexcused Absences » 
On the front page of last week's News, there appeared a picture of a young lady, Sis Camp by name, who had con-
sented to give her time in aid to the Xavier Snow Ball. Since 
that time, both the picture and story have had their repercus-
sions. 
The News must first apologize for erroneously stating 
that Miss Camp would appear as a special guest at the dance 
itself. Because of her busy schedule, she only intended to ap-
pear at South Hall to promote interest in the sale of the tickets. 
Thus, very reluctantly, we discount the infrequent allegations 
of our infallibility that reach us. 
But this does not explain where Sis Camp was on Thurs-
day and Friday-or rather, on Friday, since The News was 
authoritatively told that because of Thursday's heavy snow 
Miss ~amp ~a~ unable to get out of her driveway on that day. 
Certamly this is even better than an excuse, since many Xavier 
men also, despite their intense thirst for knowledge, could not 
overcome the forces of nature on that day. But on Friday? 
There was a sight sad to see: the Snow- Ball committeemen, 
and nu;nerou~ stt~rdy Musketeers, crying in their beer, or 
rather m their milk, in the tear-drenched Pioneer Room of 
South Hall. 
Although there is some agitation to list Sis Camp with 
the Missing Persons Bureau, we in the Red and White Tower 
of The News' editorial offices will merely assure the students 
that the situation is probably not that drastic. Besides, Bonnie 
Lou was there. And the dance was a happy success. 
And yet, Miss Camp, we can't help but ask you, please 
tell us, m'am, where were-you? 
And then there was the picture. Oh, regret! As we said 
before, please tell us, m'am, where were you? 
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Beyond 
The X- Horizon 
By Jim GUU1an 
The second article in Life's series on U.S. Secondary Edu-
cation appeared in last week's issue in a report of a Parochial 
High School. It was objectively written, well done, and made 
good reading. Naturally the magazine summarized the argu-
ment that is usu;illy brought up concerning the coexistence of 
two systems of schools - one ·-·-----...,-------
which receives the benefits of tax ruled out, so that leaves only the 
funds and one which does not. colleges. Is this the answer then, 
As is shown in the article, there let Junior. squeeze a· religion 
are some 2,600 such church-sup- .. col,11.:se. in between his chem lab 
ported secondary schools which, it and. the lunch period and expect 
seems, must remain church sup- to produce a man of high moral 
ported because they teach the character? 
fourth 'R' ....... Religion. By means of Prof, Raphael Demos treated 
a rather free interpretation of this problem in the Harvard Al-
the First Amendment whereby umnf Bulletin when he wrote, 
the "establishment of religion" "There is a disturbing paradox 
and "supporting denominational in our method of education in 
schools" become the same thing, college, We agree, I am sure, that 
the parents of one out of every our aim is to educate the whole 
ten secondary school students man, yet what we seem to be 
now pay for both systems. doing is to concentrate our efforts 
The Protestant position con- on training the intellect alone ... 
cerning this was given by the I don't think anyone disputes the 
National Council of Churches. value of intellectual training as 
They state that merely· because such, or that the urge to knowl-
religion isn't taught in any one edge has its rightful claims. What 
school, it is unfair to conclude is challenged is the possibility 
that the school is godless. This is that intellectual attainment is the 
true enough, but by the same to- exclusive aim in college. We 
ken, if science isn't taught in any value understanding; but we also 
one school, it is doubtful 'that yalue doing,· and further, we val-
there will be much of an influ- ue being, the flavor and quality 
ence from Pasteur found there. of personality." 
If language isn't stressed at an- In plain words, all progress 
other school, would one expect may be change, but not all change 
to find much of an influence from is progress. Religious education 
Shakespeare? It would therefore is an old tradition and it is a 
seem that where religion isn't good one. 
taught, the school may not be -------
secularistic, but... Fine Arts Program 
The National Council states 1•30 that while they defend the right · M pt m. 
of all religious groups to carry on oszar h 
church-related education at any ~?1P ony ,?o. 35 in K Major. 
level, they do ·not believe it'should Haffner., . . 
be widely exercised at the elem- London Philharmonic Orches-
entary a~d secondary levels. tra, Eduard Van Beinum, 
My only question to this answer conductor. 
is that if it is not wise to exercise Beethoven 
the right at elementary and sec- Piano Concerto No. 3 in C 
ondary levels, at what level minor. 
would it be brought into play? Moiseiwitch, pianist. The Phil· 
Perhaps teaching religion is pri- harmonic Orchestra 
marily the duty of the parents of (London). 
the youngsters. This is a fine 2:30 P· m. 
theory, but in actual practice I Mozart Jim Lucas, 'li5, Joe lllcCarthy, •r.7, Bob lllantey, '5'1, Flo~len 'sokolowald r:ll;•DJ k 
Tobin, 'Ii-I, .Jim Van Flandern, '57, .John Van Flandern '11'1 ' ' e 
SPORTS EDITORS .... ,,N ................................................................ Paut' Caln 'llf Losan Rapier 'M 
would rather expect to find the Sonata No. 12 in F. 
SPORTS WRJTERS .......................... Davld Allen, '511, 1'1elvln Brenn~n •57 Ron L f' ''!It 
Bruno Wolff, 'iJG ' • o •U•, , 
::::pNGGR~~l~~~E .................................................................. .roe Bodnar, '116, Martin Daly, 'M 
CIRCULATION EDITOR ................................................................................ Dorotb)' Tra1e1er 
• ................................................................ Bob Fttspatrlck, 'M. John llloorman, •na 
CABTOONISTS ........................................................................ Dlck Co1tello, '1111, Ton)' Damleo, '116 
!The views and opinions as expressed by various feature write I 
writers do not necessarily express the official opinions of the x!~:ro '8:nlllt~t an:J.::r" 
latratlon. Matters of official nature appearing In the "News" wlll be ver:ie~ m n-
1' ACIJLT'I' MODERATOR ................................................................ , .. ,.::,. :..~':! 
FACULTY EDITO&IAL ADVISER ..................................... Dr:"vilt';r"c. ltt.lull.U., I.I. 
competition from the Cisco Kid Horowitz, piano. 
on TV a little more than the par- RCA Victor LP. 13 minutes. 
ents could cope with. Does their Mendelaobn 
answer (which is not given) rest Symphony No. 4 in A major. 
in the Sunday School, a once-a- "The Italian." 
week session which the young Turin Symphony Orchestra, 
one may not attend? We have had Mario Rossi, conductor. 
the primary and secondary levehJ London ffrr LP. 30 minutes. 
·-·-·- --·- ---·- -
OF NOTE 
By Dlelc Co11ello 
The long awaited, long heralded 
"Xavier Presents,'' starts Sunday 
at 3:30 on WC PO-TV. Long 
awaited? Long heralded? Regard-
less, "We shall return," said Fr. 
McCummisky. Not everyone likes 
MacArthur, either. The clarion· 
call has sounded, but it seems 
,mo.re students than people are 
moving out of TV. range these 
days. "X. P." needs production 
men, acts, writers, acts, prop men, 
acts, musicians, and occasionally, 
(about once a week), acts. Why 
the complacency, then? 
Just 1for the record we'd like 
to know how the student body 
rates the show. Anyone who does-
n't have a class in the Library 
Building, at least goes to the 
chapel once in a while. On your 
way out, why not fill out this 
form, sign it, (It's rumored "Stars 
of Tomorrow" might stuff the bal-
lot), and drop it in The News 
box in the hall. If you save your 
copy of The News for posterity, 
the editors promised to print this 
on back of some drivel about the 
Booklovers or something, so that's 
no problem. However, Fr. Stech-
schulte requested that not too 
many students turn in their en-
tries at once, for fear the ruckus 
will upset the workings of the 
siesmograph. 
I watch "Xavier Presents': ·al-
ways- sometimes- never-
My opinion of the show: It Is, 
good- fair- poor-
"Xavier Presents" should be: 
continued- dropped- Im· 
proved-
The show should be: song and 
dance- educational- botb-
Name Class--
. Entries will be tabulated, (all 
five of them), and with these 
results we'll probably · get the 
guillotine. 
Seriously, just how Interest 
runs In the show Is one key to 
its success, any year. After fl•e 
years, ophiions must lean one 
way or the other. What "Xavier 
Presents" for the next five ma1 
be up to you. 
• • • 
Here is a writer who was all 
set for a tirade against the lack 
of ballet audiences in Cincinnati, 
till he saw the crowd at the Em-
ery Saturday night. The Emery 
may not pack as many in as Mu-
sic Hall, but this was mighty en-
couraging. "Bravo!" And who 
dropped the paper from the bal-
cony at the symphony Friday, at 
just that point in the music when 
the bird is hit with an arrow in 
Villa-Lobos' "Uirapura?" Who 
says American audiences are ten 
psychological units below the 
French? Marian Anderson gave a 
good account of herself, but the 
music got a bit in her way in the 
Mahler song cycles. 
• • • 
If you like good music on radio 
at night, minus the ·"hit parade" 
pitch, tty Georgie Fletcher's jazz 
show at 12:30 a. m. Sundays over 
WHO, Des Moines, (1100 kc.).· 
There's also some great jazz 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday 
at 6: 00 p. m. from CBS, Toronto, 
(890 kc.). The big news is that 
the Prodigal Son of jazz, modem,'· 
traditional, and all the other out 
of the way music, is back home in 
his element. Jean Shepherd re-
placed Walter Phillips at 11:30 
nightly over WLW. · 
• • • 
Nikolai Malka guest conducta · 
the Symphony this week in Ros-
sini's Overture to· "Semiramide," 
Waoner's "Siegfried Id11U1" Pro-
kofieff's Suite from "The Love 
of Three Oranges," and Tchaikov-
sk11'• 5th S11mphon11. Nm Fridav 
at 8: 30, Lerov Andnaon will cu-
cend the podium to conduct htl 
oum compoaitioftl. 
.. 
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Link Answer Questions On UN• Sodality Sponsors ltla1·ion Yecu· Daily 
' Mass, Co1n11uinion Fo,. Do1·11i Students 
Financial Share Too Great Effective immediately, as one of its special projects for 
McCoy, 
Believe U.S. 
· the Marian Year, the Xavier Sodality has undertaken spon-
Controversy is often a stimulant to thought. This week sorship of a program of daily Mass and Communion for each 
The News has asked two well-qualified men to answer seven sonnel are paid out of the UN barracks and each floor of Elet and Marion· Hall. According 
questions on the United Nations not a new topic but one budg_et and since that total bud- to R. ev. John J. Wenzel, S.J., sodality director, everv barracks . . · . ' ' get is less than the budget of J 
which is everyday revealing new facets. some of our large universities and and dormitory floor will have its 
. Dr. Raymond F. -McCoy, as chairman of the U. S. Com- less than the budget of the street assigned day for an enmasse Mass students may attend later ones if 
mission for UNESCO and presi- cleaning of New York City, it and Communion in either Elet they so desire. l!,ollowing is a list 
dent of the Catholic Association critic of certain internationalist would seem that they could hard- Hall Chapel, Marion Hall Chapel, of. the days assigned for each dor-
for International Peace, ·has been policies of the U. S. Here the two ly be over-staffed for the tre- or Bellarmine Chapel. nutory: 
intimately associated with the men answer the following ques- mendous job of trying to lessen The usual time for the Masses I Mass at 7:00 (Marion Hall 7:15) 
UN. He is director of the Xavier tions: the causes of war. will be at 7: 00 a. m.; however, 1 (Continued on Page 8) 
Graduate Division. Dr. Joseph 1. Is the large number of per- Dr. Link: In a world organization 
Link, Jr., assistant professor of sonnel in the UN detrimental to such as UN, the quality of per- SOUTH HALL SURVEY: 
Economics and Public Affairs At- productive activity? sonnel js more important than its 
tache of the U. S. Embassy at Dr. McCoy: I do 'not know, off- quantity. I believe the admini-
Pusan during a period of the Kor- hand how many people are em- strative costs of UN are in pro- Pat Hogan, age 20. "Yes, I think Bill Trischler, age 20. "Yes-if 
ean War, has been an outspoken ployed by the UN. Since all per- portion to the work accomplished 18 year-olds are qualified to vote. a fellow of 18 possesses such 
and within reason. 
po You Think 18 Year-Olcls Should Vote? 
At 18 years of privileges sig-Band weeps Los. s Of Seven 2. Does the UN undertake too age, a man or n if i cant 0 f 
many things at once to be ef- woman is a ma- m an ho o d as 
S • s k R l fective? ture adult, ca- drinking a n d eniors, ee S ep UCementS Dr. McCoy: The job of the 'UN is pable of being the right to 
to try to eliminate the causes of informed on fight and die 
By Mel Brennan war. Obviously the causes of war matters of gov- for his country 
"Due to their willingness and character, the band will are. many and complicated, so a ernment. He or he should also 
suffer a great loss in the graduation of seniors Jack Boggs, niany:.sfde~, complicated attack she shares in possess this ad-
Joe Hingsberger Jim Sherlock Jim Gauthier Ollie Brock- on them is . necessary. The ap- the rights and ditional privi-
' . ' ' . proach used is to cut-down on all 
man, Ronald Bova, and Louis Brown. Our only hope lS that the causes at the same time rather benefits of citizenship and is sub- lege. , 
we will be able to find some students that will be able to than attack one now and do noth- ject to the just laws of the If proper consideration is given 
take over where these members ing about the others until some state. Every right implies a duty, to them, some states might ob-
left off." These were the words majoring in chemistry. Jim is later years. and in a democracy the duty of tain the right for their young 
of Band Director Gilbert G. Mar- from Purcell High School where Dr. Link: As a world organiza- a citizen shall be to participate in men-because it is up to the in-
inger. 4nder Herbert Buschle, he spent tion with membership of nations the government of the state clividual states as to what age 
Boggs has been in the band for three years in that band. He be- in the fifties, the UN has not through popular vote." voting will be permitted." 
all four years as have the other longs to the Sailing Club and the spread itself too thin. I do, how- John Galonia, age 21. "I think Dennis Murphy, age 22. "No! 
seniors. He is a product of St. Clef Club along with being first ever, think it could concern it- that 18 year-olds should have the Today too many people vote 
Xavier High School where .he clarinetist in the band. After col- self more with a study of elimi- right to vote. without mature 
was a member of that schobl,s lege, Jim is planning on becoming nating poverty and seeing that When a person consideration of ................... .. 
all humanity is eating than too re aches this the issues in-
much work in the cultural field. age, he begins v o 1 v e cl and ii'{ 
~~~~~~~\~~!:;i~~~ ~ 0~t~ ~:!f t:~~Jf l ,,. 
tack on war-colonial exploita- his success or lo maturity. · · 
tion, aggression, hunger, ignor- failure in life. If one is old enough Because one can be drafted at 18 
ance, disease, ·etc. to fight and possibly die for his doesn't mean he is capable of 
Dr. Link: Its main contribution country, he is old enough to vote voting. The right to vote should-
is that it has provided a common .for the person he believes would n't become a part of the GI Bill. 
meeting place of nations, a sound- be capable leaders for the gov- You can't exercise a right if you 
ing board for world disputes and ernment of the country in which haven't the capabilities. I don't 
problems to be fre_ely and open-. he lives." believe people of 18 are capable." 
ly debated. It has given the USSR 
even an opportunity to broadcast 
its propaganda-which in time 
may prove a boomerang. 
4. Does there seem to be a ten-
dency to send second best states-
men to the UN or to fill positions 
through a patronage? 
Dr. McCoy: Not to my knowl-
edge. For important questions the 
secretaries of state themselves at-
In their last year with the Band are <standing, I. to r.) Ron tend. President Eisenhower him-
Bova, Ollie Brockman, Jim Sherlock and Jim Gauthier; (seated) self recently addressed the UN 
Louis Brown, Jack Boggs, and Joe Hlngsberger. Photo by Daly General Assembly as the repre-
band also for four years. Jack is a doctor. sentat_ives of the United States: 
the highest officer in the ROTC The secretary-treasurer .of this D_r. Link: In all gover?~ent s~r­
band as well as being president edition of the band is Ronald vice or. UN, I am for Civil service 
of the marching band. A drum- Bova. A product of Elder, Ron is -appo.intme~t of ~en or women 
mer, he is a Pre-Med student P.lanning to teach English after on their m~rit, abihty ~~d bac~-
STORE-WIDE 
SALE! 
Save as much as 50% on Suits, Top-
coats, Shirts, Pants, many other items! 
HERE ARE JUST A FEW OF 
THE VALUES YOU'LL SEE 
. · · h ·· t - a hitch in the Army Bova has the ground. It is a grave mistake, in 
maJoring 10 c em1s ry. · th f " " t t 65 S • · · distinction of being the only mar- e name 0 economy, 0 cu U I tS 
A product. of _Ham1lt~n,, Ohio, ried man in the band. He is a salaries and take second-rate in-
Many all-wool suits values 
formerly $49.75, now ---- $26 
~ingsber~er ~s v~ce-pres1dent and first lieutenant in the ROTC, last ?ividuals or t~ bring in "politics" 
first clarmetis~ m the ba~d. Joe year's social chairman, and a in such appointments. There are 
went to Hamilton Catholic and drummer for four ears some in UN who are there thru 
was in the high school. band for Olli Brockmany is fue man political· influence, but I believe 
fou~ years . before c?ming to X. with ! band record, in years of these are in the minority. 
He is planning to go mto r.esearch service as long as your arm. 01- 5. Should the U. S. continue to 
chemistry after a term with Un- lie has' played for the St. X High bear the brunt (approximately 
cle Sam. School band for four years, the Y:i) of the bill? 
Springfield, Ohio's contribution Halker-Flege American Legion Dr. McCoy: The United States 
to X was ~im Sherlock. Jim went band for four years, and the Xav- government has been gradually 
to Catholic Central .where for ier band for four years. He is in reducing the percentage of the 
three years he play~d in the band the Accounting Club and a mem- UN bill which it pays until it is 
under Frank Morelli. He is secre- ber of last year's golf team. 01- now less than 1f.i. I think it would 
tary-t~easurer of this y~ar's. Dorm lie is majoring in accounting and be healthier for . the UN if the 
Councll as well as being lll the is planning on getting into that U. S. share continues to be re-
XOMM. Last year, he wa~ voted field after the army gets finished duced. The problem, of course, is 
outstanding bandsman m the with him. the ability to· pay of the other 
military band. Louis Brown is the only vet in nations. 
Jim Gauthier, another home- the band. Before going into the Dr. Link: The U. S. should pay its 
towner, is also a Pre-Med student Army, Brown went to DePorres way in proportion to, its popula-
High School. He is also majoring tio.n, wealth and productive ca-
N P 
in accounting and like Brockman, pacity and no more. Any nation 
Chandler Gets ew ost plans to get into that field after having any respect and consider-
Gu:v Chandler has been ap- his college carrer is over. . at~on for the. UN a~d i~ purpose 
28 Topcoats 
Gabardine. zipper-lined. Values $19 75 




Jackets Quilt-lined, sue'~a!~:;~ed, reversibles,$8· 
Zax Slacks 
Max's famous ZAX in all shades. $6 
Were $9.95 now . 
Dress Sh
• t Mr.Bin white, pink, maize, and $1 99 
Ir S blue. Student sizes. Were $3.95, • 
DOW 
Sport Shirts Mr. B. Gabardine. student sizes $2.49 
Tl




WE DRESS THE ST AR s. pointed Cheaterfleld campua rep- The band will greatly miss -intereste?. m ~akmg it work-
reaentative at Xavier Universit:v, these seven members but will al- must contribute its share of mon-
it wu announced by Campus ways be 1rateful for the fine ey as well as personnel and work. 
Mercbandiainl Bureau, Inc. work they did tor the band. (ContlDued on Pqe I) ._ _____________________ _. 
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DAYTON, LOUISVILLE AMONG TOP ~;.~!~.~~a!:7" 
TEAMS COMING Up FOR MUSKIES F~:~~!l D~~ ::n:1t~~-
By Logan Rapier 
With the end of the first semester only a week away The News 
will not be seen again until Friday, Feb. 12. In that space of time 
the hoopmen of Xavier will hurdle the major portion of the second 
half of their schedule, playing nine games with five of them coming 
in a tour of the Southland. The Cincinnati game on Feb. 10 will 
conclude another one of the "seven games in twelve days" jaunts for 
the Musketeers. 
• • • • • 
Baldtvin-Wallace Foe Of X In Fieldliouse Tonight; 
Sorttlierri T1·ip Sclieduled For Serneste1· Holidays 
By Bruno Woll/ 
In the next two and a half weeks, the basketball Muske· 
teers face a tough nine-game schedule, including a trip down 
south to Louisiana and Mississippi. Tonight in the fieldhouse 
Xavier meets Baldwin-Wallace, a team that is not doing too 
well this season with two wins in its first six games. But last 
year as underdogs they beat Xav. 
ier twice, showing that they are 
no pushovers. 
Flyers Tough 
the best under the boards. Xav-
ier plays Mississippi Southern at 
Hattiesburg, Miss. on Feb. 6. 
Loyola of the South makes its 
first appearance in the Xavier 
fieldhouse Feb. 8. 
phan announcec l last Friday 
that the entire < !oaching staff 
had signed cont racts for the 
this year, the i·eturn bout with 1954 athletic sea. on. 
UC. No one can forget what hap- Head football · :mch Ed Klus-
pened at the Cincinnati Garden ka renewed his 1 ontract while 
that black night of Jan. 6. Xavier assistants Charles Lavelle and 
will certainly be out for revenge, Bill Smyth were warded new 
and UC will be trying its best contracts. Ned Wd'.Ik, head bas-
to show that their first conquest ketball coach, also inked a new 
of Xavier was no accident caused one year contract which will car-
by Xavier fatigue. Jack Twyman ry his services into the '54-'55' 
has been averaging 20.9 points basketball season. 
I'm sure that the many friends of ·the former Muskie great, 
Gene "Middie" Smith, will be glad to hear that the easy going pivot 
ace is still making his presence felt on the basketball courts. Smitty, 
who also is under contract to the professional Minneapolis Lakers, 
is now playing with the Fort Jackson Golden Arrows. Gene is cur-
rently tied for the scoring leadership, as far as average per game 
goes, with Hugh Shuttleworth, former Muskingum (Ohio) College 
star from Columbus, Ohio. Both have a 13.4 average, but Smitty has 
appeared in three less games due to being hospitalized early in the 
season with a blood infection. The Fort Jackson team thus far this 
season has won 11 games, while dropping 3. 
Xavier moves up to Dayton to 
play UD there on Jan. 24. Day-
ton has been rated nationally on 
and off this year. Led by Center 
Bill Uhl, who is averaging bet-
per ·game, Lammert 15, and Bob Finnell, I~mer Xavier 
Moeves 11.4 for the Bearcats. UC, grid great and fr!shman coach, 
while winning seven of twe~ve, signed a full time'. contract with 
has paced a long at 77.9 pomts the University tc coach both 
per game, and has given up 69 freshman football ~,nd basketball 
per game. There should be plenty and assist Wulk in 'he intramural 
Climaxing the nine games will of blood and tears at the Garden program. Finnell iH! to assist Jim 
be the real big one for Xavier Feb. 10. Bunning (who is :1eaving before 
ter than 18 points per game, and ----------------------------
• * * • • 
Three years have passed since the basketball "fix" scandal was 
brought before the public eye. The February issue of "Sport" car-
ried a very good report on the players that were involved in the 
"fix." To those .that are interested I'll give a brief rundown on what 
happened to some of the former basketball greats. Alex Groza, the 
former Kentucky All-American and pro star, is employed as a plan-
ner in the household refrigerator department at the GE plant in 
veteran guard Jack Sallee with a 
17 point average, the Flyers have 
battled some of the nation's best. j 
In a triple overtime they lost to •·_,_.,_.• 
fifth-ranked Western Kentucky. 
the season ends tj~ start spring 
As The Muskies Go Flying By tr~ining with the ')etroit Tigers) 
. with the freshrr: t~ basketball · 
Louisville, Kentucky ...... Sherman White, the sensational center 
from Long Island, now w0rks as a salesman for an insulator com-
pany in Orange, New Jersey ..... Gene l\lelchiorre, who ranks as 
one of Bradley University's greats, is selling insurance on a com-
mission basis around Chicago .... Ralph Beard is back at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky finishing requirements for his A.B. degree which 
he is receiving this month and will then return to his job in Louis-
ville with the ABC Freight Company on Feb. 1. Floyd Layne, a 
first-stringer on City College's Grand Slam champions of 1950, is an 
army private stationed at Fort Bragg, North Carolina .... Dolph 
Bigos, former LIU player, works for a construction firm in central 
New Jersey .... Ed Roman, the towering former CCNY center is 
now stationed at Fort Lawton, Seattle, Washington, awaiting a 
February discharge .... Leroy Smith, the ex-LIU ace is now in the 
Marines with a discharge due in May ..... The Army has served 
some practical needs for Herb Cohen, the former CCNY cager, who 
always wanted to go into the hotel business as he is now the bar 
steward at Fort Meade, Maryland .... What most of the players 
felt and said in the story was probably best put by Al Roth, who 
played at City College. "I don't want to live with it it any more I 
would just as soon be left alone and hope people will forget abdut 
what happened. I'm not bitter, but I can't see what good can come 
from any more publicity" .... Probably the rest of these baU play-
ers, some who were well known for their court feats, are sorry that 
their names make people remember their mistakes." 
JOHN CARR CONTEST WINNER 
Contest manager Mel "Sun-
shine" Brennan announced Wed-
nesday afternoon that John Carr, 
a sophomore, was the $10 winner 
in the second week of the con-
test. For the second time, Senior 
Joe Dillon copped the $5 prize in 
the contest which saw 25 students 
enter. 
The contest was judged on the 
basis of nine games as the Geor-
gia-South Carolina s.core wasn't 
available at the time the entries 
were tabulated. 
There are few major games in 
this week's contest, due to exams. 
r---------------xu News 
BASKETBALL CONTEST 
Prizes, $10 and $5 
INDICATE CHOICE BY CIRCLE: 
Arkansas State .......................... vs .................................... Centenary 
:eorgia Tech .............................. vs .............................. Murray (Ky.) 
ouston ........................................ vs .......................... Oklahoma A M 
ldaho State .................................. vs ...................................... Montana 
Iowa .............................................. vs .............................. Northwestern 
Louisville, which beat XU in 
the Kentucky Invitational Tour-
nament by five points, travels to 
Cincinnati on Sat., Jan. 30. Noble, 
Cox, Beam, and Powell are still 
leading the team through their 
rough schedule. 
Murray State plays host to 
Xavier on Feb. 1. The Muskies 
rolled over them by 20 points in 
the KIT. 
Down In Dixie 
From Mul"l'ay, Xavier goes 
deeper into Dixie, down 
Shrevesport, La. where the Mus-
kies meet Centenary College of 
Louisiana on Feb. 2. Centenary 
has won eight of its first twelve 
games, inspired by Burl Plunkett 
and his 18 points per game aver-
age. 
Xavier meets Loyola of the 
South in New Orleans Thursday, 
Feb. 4. Center Eddie Galvin, Loy-
ola's last season high scorer, and 
Gus Renoir, who holds the team's 
all-time scoring record for one 
season, have been the big guns 
for the Wolves this season. 
Southern Last Stop 
Mississippi Southern's pride 
and joy is little Nick Revon, who 
has been called one of the great-
est little men in the country. He 
stands only 5-9, but he has tre-
mendous accuracy from the out-
side. The Southerners have some 
tall men too. Mickey Harrington 
and Earl Watts can battle with 
{.:.=. 
Matt DeBoor (42) Xavier guard lays one in against Miami as 
Fritz l\largerum (41) looks on. Miami players shown in action are 
Capt. Bob Doll (13) and Don Barnett (ll). Photo by Daly 
FROSH BASKETBALL TEAM SPORTS 6-1 RECORD; 
WILL FACE UC, DAYTON FRESHMAN CLUBS SOON 
By John Haley I grind with a game with the 
With five games facing the Wright-Patterson ~ase from Day-
Xavier Frosh, two of them with ton on Jan. 22. This team causes 
college teams, Coach Jim Bun- the Freshmen trouble each year. 
ning has been driving his charges Then comes the toughest game of 
for the high point of their sea- the year when the Muskies will 
son. lock horns with the Dayton Fly. 
at center and Billy Vieth and Jim 
Boothe at the guards. 
So far the Freshmen have com- I 
piled a record of 6 wins and 1 
loss. Last week they downed the 
Miami Frosh 76-74. Boothe was 
the leading point getter with 26. 
team for the rerr ~nder of this 
season. 
No salary terms' 11ere revealed, 
but it was hinted hat the word- ' 
ing of the release indicated pay 
raises. Those sig;,,;i.lt "new con-
tracts" received intreases in sal-
ary while those "renewing" con-
tracts did not. 
-~ . 
IM Head~~sked 
To Keep ln~ontact 
1 
Round 2 of the Xavier Intra-
mural League was well under 
way when The News went to 
press early in the week. 
In the games that had been 
played the BOAC boys edged 
Hall 8 in a thriller, 33-32. Other 
games in League 1 found Cottage ; 
4- the victim of scoring a goal in 
tht wrong basket, ~~hich eventu.: : 
ally led to their one/! point loss to ; 
Elet 3A, 40-39. \ l 
Hall 11 forfeitec!·.).. the second 
time this season ~ith Elet 2A 
recipient of the victory. 
In League 2 the Hilltoppers 
lambasted the Pw:iph1 5, 42-22, 
while Hall 12 edt.'v- ·,, let 2B, 39-
35. :f!all 9 and Elet ~rn will meet 





for men, ~,omen 
ud eL.l & 
Cl efeJ,\~~ 
~~East4~ .. ~~';~ 
Cincinnati. o~ 
Minnesota .................................... vs .......................................... Purdue 
Montana State ............................ vs ............................ Western State 
The Muskies will open the ers. Last year both teams won ----------------------------
one game in the series. 
Oklahoma City .......................... vs .......................................... Seattle 
St. Bonaventure ........................ vs .......................... Maryland state 
Texas Christian ........................ vs ...................... Abilene Christian 
X ROTC R •fl Cl b In the preview of the Louis-1 e U ville game the Frosh will play 
WRITE IN SCORE (TIE-BREAKER): 
Rising In Stature National cash Register at the 
Fieldhouse. On Feb. 8 the Mus-
Eastern Kentucky ( ) ........ vs ........ Quantico Marines ( ) 
NAME .......................................................................................................... 
The ROTC Rifle Club has 
scored several important victories 
so far this year, and weekly scores 
of the members are hitting im-
'-CLASS ...................................................................................................... .. pressive figures. 
- - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ In postal matches, the club has 
1. Ell1tblllty: all day and night X students games, and they must write In a pre- scored three wins including one 
not affiliated with the XU News. Only dieted score for the X.vler game. The over the Un1'vers1'ty of Pennsyl-one entry per student for each week's t t be 1 d. 
contest will be accepted. More than one en ry mus 8 gne vania. 
wlll disqualify the contestant. 3. Prlze1: Prizes of SlO for the tint place . , . 
winner, and $5 for the second ~ac:e Xavier s riflemen, as well as 2. RDIH: A reasonable facsimile or the 1 u be 
coupon above must be dropped Into the "J nnc;[i• 1 wi awarded for eac: of training according to National 
contest box provided In the lobby of the s x e tons of The New• by our ad· R'fl . 
Library Bulldln" before 4 •• 30 p. m. of the vertlsers. Duplicate prizes In cue of I e Association and military 
M b ties. Winners will be announced In INb- t d d • · f · ond•Y Immediately following publlca- sequent Issues. S an ar s, are coming Up ast m 
tlon of each Issue of The News, Con- • 
kies will play Blocks Insurance 
of Cincinnati. This game will be 
played before the Loyola (La.) 
game. 
On the 27th of Feb. the Frosh 
will once again test the UC Frosh 
who have handed the Muskies 
the only defeat of the season. In 
'their last encounter the Bearkit-
tens dealt the Frosh a 48-42 loss. 
Coach Bunning, who has been 
trying to find a suitable lineup 
all year, will start the combina-






Aa •e411ss'swl If· .• 1111 
temnts must circle the team they pre- t, .radrea: Entrie• wW be tabulatad by promotu~n of social functions and 
diet to win In eac:h of the above U.ted member• of the xu Hew IJIO'U ltatl. college hfe of the university. 
Kern at forwards, Len Spalding -------------------------
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X Five Defeats Eastern Ky., 
Gain 11th Win Of Year 
Piontek Leads Xavier Scoring As Starters Score 
In Double Figures To Throttle Maroon's Attack Windy City Four 
The Xavier University Musketeers methodicall~ rolled Ties For First; 
over the Eastern Kentucky Maroons, by a 79-63 margin, in 
a game played last Monday night at Richmond, Ky. Matches Today 
The Muskies in garnering their 11th triumph in 17 starts By Mel Brennan 
this season started slowly against a hustling Maroon team The Windy City Four, led 
that managed to break through by Flo Sokolowski's 532 series, 
'the X defense for lay-up3 in the by 16. took two games from the 
early minutes of the game. Lanky Dave Piontek had 17 
The Wulkmen pulled ahead at points to lead the Xavier scoring, Backwood's Four and tied for 
the end of the first quarter when with 13 of them coming in the first place. The City Four won 
guard Paul Margerum tallied a first half. Chuck Hofmann close- the first game 716-655, lost the 
jump shot from 25 feet out with ly followed Piontek with 15 second 732-751 and came back to 
20 seconds left. points. cop the third 689-630. Bob Jones' 
During the quarter the lead The other three starters of 213 game for the Backwood's pro-
changed hands constantly, with Coach Ned Wulk, who observed vided them with their only vic-
both teams leading four times his tenth wedding anniversary, tory. 
and being tied on five occasions. also hit in double figures. Bobby The Four Aces moved into 
Paced by center Dave Piontek Heim, after a poor first half, end- third place by splitting even with 
and Margerum the Mu kie ed up with 14, while guards Lou Stalag "17," winning one 677-623, 
moved ahead t~ a commansdin; Vonderbrink and Paul Marger- losing 644-663 and tieing the 
38-24 halftime lead by outscoring um e~ch collecte? 12. . third game 645-645. The No 
their opponents 22_10 in the ec- Maxgerum agam turned m an- Names pushed the Fighting Ir-ond quarter 5 other brilliant defensive perfor- ishmen into the cellar by down-
. mance, holding high-scoring Tom ing them two games. They won 
Muskies Too Sharp Holbrook to three field goals. 639-556 and 705-661 while drop-
Eastern returned to the floor Adams Paces Eastern ping the other 603-591. 
with determination in their eyes The Eastern attack was paced The Dead End Kids slipped 
after the intermission and did by sophomore guard Jack Adams from third to fourth place by 
manage to outscore the visiting who had 26, as the Maroons bowing to the Phantoms 594-622 
Muskie.s 18-17 during the th.ird dropped their tenth game, com- and 622-634, then came back to 
quart~r b~t. the sharp-shooting pared to three wins. gain a lone 702-644 victory. 
~usk1es h1ttmg on 16 of 30 sh~ts Eastern was without the ser- Schedule For Today 
m the second half refused to wilt vices of center Larry Lovington Windy City Four (11-4) vs Four 
before the Eastern barrage ?nd and forward Allan Doherty, wh~ Aces ~9~-51h) 
managed to add two more pomts were suspended from the 5 uad Stalag 17 (61h-81h) vs Back-
to their halftime margin to win over the weekend. q wood's Fo~r (11-4) . . 
Statistic-wise the Muskies did Dea~ End Kids (9-6) vs F1ghtmg 
upheld protest of the first game. very well, connecting on 31 out Irishmen (3-12) 
Intramural Director Ned Wulk of 75 for the game for a 41.3 per- The Phantoms (6-9) vs No Names 
urged that the captains keep centage, while Eastern was con- <4-U> 
daily contact with the .. IM bulle- necting on 26 of 78 attempts for -------
tin board in the Fieldhouse to 33.3. STEPHAN, X DEBATER 
comply with the rules for repre-
sentation at the games, in order 
that a more orderly program may 
be had. 
An oddity occured in the sec-
ond half as the Musketeers con-
nected on 16 of 30, getting 8 of 
15 in both quarters. 
Al Stephan, XU Athletic Di-
rector was a champion debater 
in his undergraduate days at 
Xavier. 
HOW ·THE STARS GOT STARTED ••• 
. D:nmaAtmood 
~ \AMERICA'S NO. t "QUEEN OF THE ICE" 
"I was 13 before I put on 
skates. I'd had dancing ""--
lessons and this was fun! 
In three months, I surprised even 
myself by winning the Pacific 
Coast novice championship. 
Three years later - the National 
Singles and Pairs. Then I 
joined the Ice Capades. 
Skating's still fun!" 
Start smoking Camels 
yourself! 
Make the 30·day Camel Mildness 
Test. Smoke only Camels for 
30 days - sec for yourself why 
Camels' cool mildness and rich 
ftavor agree with more people 
than any other cigarette! 
I STAR.TED SMOKING CAMELS 
ASOUT NINf YEARS AGO. I FIND 
CAMELS' DELIGHTFUL MILDNESS 
ANO FLAVOR SUIT ME JUST 
RIGHT, YEAR AFTER VEAR! 
YOU SHOULD. TRY CAMELS ! 
By Paul Cain 
We were glad to see that the entire coaching staff will return 
to Xavier for the coming athletic season for we ],now how well X 
has been blessed with coaches of character and ability. Coach Ned 
Wulk since his coming to Xavier in 1948 has done u bang up job in 
whatever sport he has been asked to coach, and and to this his teach-
ing in the phys. ed. classes and his handling of the IM program, and 
a varsity basketball team that currently sports a 16-10 record, and 
you can realize this man's valw~. We're certain that many high 
school seniors who had their eyes on basketball at X are also happy 
that Ned will be around next year for they consider it a privilege 
and pleasure to play under him. 
Coach Ed Kluska and staff, Reel Lavelle ancl Bill Smyth, have 
also put their "John Henrys" on one year contracts looking forward 
hopefully to the coming season and better l>rospects. Both Eel and 
Red have brought much fame anel good fortune to Xavier, making 
her much respected on the gridiron, win or lose. Poor Bill Smyth bas 
been with us only for the lean years but during ihat time his lines' 
play has been a credit to him aml his humor has endeared him to his 
players. Xavier's football fortunes hang in the balance next year for 
a losing season could mean the encl of football at X, at least on the 
present high plane. We don't mean to imply that winning is neces-
sary to accom11lish the encl for which athletics is l>laycll at X, but 
since athletics must pay their own way, goocl 011poncnts and a win-
ning team are necessary for attracting spectators, WHO PAY. 
• • • • • 
While speaking of the athletic dept. we can't overlook its 
smooth-talking, vast vocabularied director, Al Stephan. Al has to 
correlate X's potential with possible opponents and come up with 
a money making proposition. We've heard Al panned for his poor 
scheduling of this basketball season, running the KIT, Kentucky, 
and UC so close together, and all we can say to the gripers is why 
not stop down at the office some time and listen to Al on the phone 
trying to make a decent schedule and taking guff from bigger 
schools. He exercises more patience and diplomacy in one day than 
most of us do in a lifetime. 
• • • • • 
It's a shame that freshman orientation doesn't include a short 
history of Xavier • . • it's an olcl school with a wonderful story to 
tell. A squint at the bulletin boanl 01>1>osite the registrar's office 
reveals a picture of the Xavier football team of 1899 and no doubt 
Fr. Breen, the university archivist, or Fr. Usher or General P. Lin-
coln Mitchell, graduates of the class of '97, could tell of teams even 
farther back. The X Blue Book has the scores of Xavier games that 
could have a wealth of history behincl them ancl cluring the coming 
issues we are going to tell some of these stories to give an idea of 
the tremendous heritage each Xavier student is heir to. 
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DOWN FRONT 
By ~Inyo Moh• 
"Porgy and Bess," the George Gershwin-DuBose Hay-
ward musical that many critics call the only American opera, 
comes to town on February 1 for a week's run at t·he Taft 
theatre. This is the earthy story of Catfish Row and its ele-
mental inhabitants, a tragic and haunting story, and a vehicle 
to which George Gershwin gave 
his finest work (e.g. "Summer- buy in ~usical entertainment. 
.time"). This particular company • • • 
is the crew that broke records in Speaking of music, concert-lov-
l3erlin on its European tour, is ers should enjoy the Cinemasc~pe 
still playing to sellout houses in featurette at the Al?ee, which 
the States. Leontyno Price stars ~hows off. Stereophonic sound at 
as Bess William Warfield as Por- its best with the M-G-M orches-
gy, and Cab Calloway as the in- tra's fine renditi?n of the. over-
g. t'at· g rake Spartin' Life ture to Merry Wives of Windsor. 1
;~ t~~se who chuckled at ~ome Incidentally, th~ music with the 
fine Shaw in "Misalliance" and featu~e attraction (~he swas?-
enjoyed great Rodgers and Ham- buc.klmg, colorful chivalry epic, 
t · · 1 t we k' "South Kmghts of tlie Rotmcl Table) is mcrs em in as e s . 
P ·r· ,, 1 d t "S also well worth notmg. ac1 1c, nee no say ee 
'Porgy and Bess' "-yotu good ALSO SHOWING: 
taste should take you there. To At the Cox, for two weeks, is 
others I can only promise a re- the controversial The Moon Is 
warding evening with a great Btuc, an adolescent little immor-
American classic. ality play whose poison is not 
• * • derived from its "frankness" but 
Fans of the Guild Theatre who rather from the laughing stock it 
do not as yet have student cour- makes of virtue. Caliber of the 
tesy cards might well profit by play may be determined from the 
getting them. The .cards save you half-price tickets that are being 
twenty-five cents every time you given away at drugstores, a de-
go to the Guild and don't cost vice not used since Goodnight 
you anything. Those of you who Ladies ran here a·year ago. 
are regular Guild patrons know 
the quality of their pictures; 
those who are not would, I am 
sure, be happy to find out. I have 
a limitless (almost) supply of the 
cards and will be glad to give 
them to anyone, student or facul-
ty, who will contact me. Anyone 
interested? 
• • • 
SHORT ONES: 
The Hallmark Hall of Fame of-
fers Maurice Evans in a two-hour 
T-V version of Shakespeare's 
"Richarcl II" this Sunday, Janu-
ary 24. If this oae is up to last 
year's "Hamlet" it should be a 
must for !§unday afternoon lis-
tening. Time:. 4 p. m., on Channel 
5. 
• .. * 
The Bellarmine Players offer 
The Male Animal (reviewed here 
Dance in Air-Filtered Comfort 
On Cincy's Largest, Finest Floor 
Claude Thornhill 
and Bis Orchestra 
SATURDAY EVENING 
RESERVATIONS, CH 3086 
earlier) through tomorrow night :;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;= 
oit the Catholic Women's Club. 
Another local theater group, the HELP WANTED 
just~ surviving Music - Drama -------------
Guild, comes up with Elmer MEN and WOMEN: 
. We need representatives in your 
Rice's Street Scene the first week locale to help fill out an organiza-
in February. Unless they draw a tion for business surveys, delin-
crowd, this may be their last pro- quent account listings, polls, and 
duction. public opinions .... Ideal part-
• • • time work .... Choose your own hours .... Your nearest telephone 
Leroy Anderson, composer of may be your place of business for 
such musical gems as "Blue Tan- surveys not requiring the signa-
go," "Fiddle-Faddle," and "Syn- tures of those interviewed. . . . 
copated Clock," will take over the Send $1 for administrative guar-
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra a.ntee ~ee, application bla~k, ques-
for a pop concert Friday Evening honnair~. plan of operation, and 
. . . ' all details on how you may man-
Jatmary 29. He will play, m add•- age a survey group for us. . •. 
tion to his own famous hits, some GARDEN 
of the other better contemporary STATE and NATION-
pops, This should be, for long- AL SURVEYS, P. 0. Box 83, Ce-
hair and short-hair alike, a good dar Grove, New Jersey. 
Too Important To Forget-
The tremendous value of milk as a natural 
energy restoring food makes it an essential 
in every student'• diet. 
H. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC. 
656 East McMillan \VOodhum 2414 
McCoy, Link Discuss United Nations; 
Call U. S. Financial Share 'Too Great' 
7. Should the U. s. remaia la 
the UN? 
Dr. McCot1: Yes, unless we want 
to give up completely on the job 
(Continued from Page 3) questions. of lessening the likelihood of war. 
6. What is the UN's wont Dr. Link: The veto-an instru- Dr. Link: The US should def-
shortcoming? ment by which the USSR has initely remain in the UN. By 
Dr. McCoy: The UN is merely consistently prevented the ma- showing the world it is willing 
the governments of the member jority opinion and decision from to subject part of its sovereignty 
nations. So the question becomes being effective-and no police for the public good of all nations, 
what is their worst shortcoming? force. Without a police force, UN proves its unselfishness and good-
I believe it is the natural failure decisions are moral ones only. It will. As long as UN membership 
to think in terms of the welfare will be like the League of Na- does not necessitate conflict with 
of the world as a whole. The ten- tions, ordering Japan out of Man- or a danger to our Constitution, 
dency is for member governments churia-and Mussolini out of then we should be members by 
to see only their own side of Ethiopia. all means. 
Shop Mahley'• 
Monday 
12 Noon to 
8:31 P• m. 
SALE ol all "'ool 
Regularly 7.95 
Sizes 38 to 46 4.95 
Now f1 the perfect time to replenish your sweater wardrobe with these handsome ell 
wool clossic t'V" neck pullover styles. Also ovailoble are o few button coot dyle 
tweeters in sizes 38 to 40. Choose from assorted popular colors , • , pulloven in 
lilts 38 to 46. 
MIN'S f.UANISHIN&S e STREET FLOOR 
Mahley I Carew 
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The Night Side of The News Officers Extol Advantages 
V I 
· D T B F. Of _4.r1ny Reserve Tra.i1ii11g· 
a ent1ne ance 0 e 1rst EC Clioral Group by Jolrn Van Flantlern 
S 
• E Of S • } Cl b To Be Organized What does every physically abl.e young man in America 
Pr1ng Vent OC18 U . have in common with every other concerning his career re-A Choral Group for Evening d Sometime during the eve- gar less of location or occupation? It's a good thing we're not 
College students is being organ-
ning of Feb. 12, the name wi"ll giving away money for the answer to that one because every-ized and will be directed by Miss 
be announced "of the girl who one knows it-eight years of compulsory military service. 
Helen Gaugh. This new group, Across the nation thousands of 
is to reign as Queen of the 'f ·t 11 ·11 b · ------------1 I progresses we , w1 e g1v- college students are studying mil- units meet with pay one night a 
1954 Xavier Junior Prom, an en a place on the current Xavier itary science and tactics in ROTC week at the center in Fort Thom-
honor for which only EC girls Presents series. The first meeting units, but all will not be com- as, Kentucky and for two weeks 
are eligible. Fittingly, the an- to get the group organized will be missioned upon graduation. In in summer camp. At the meetings, 
nouncement of the Queen of the held on Monday evening, Feb. 1, view of this fact and the fact that after formations, the men take 
Juniors' hearts will be made at at 7: 45 at the Evening College at it is good for every officer to regular classes which tie in nicely 
the Valentine Dance sponsored which time Miss Gaugh will out- have as much experience in his with and help Military Science 
by the Evening College Social line the plans she has for the field as possible, participation in classes. All members are paid one 
Club. group. the Army Reserve offers a num- day's pay for each meeting and 
Dot Trageser, chairman of the Miss Gaugh was, at one time, her of advantages and opportuni- the pay advances with length of 
dance, announced that all stu- connected with a former EC chor- ties to college students, especially service. Grade may also increase 
dents of the Xavier day and eve- al group which was disbanded those who are currently under- if a minimum of promotion re-
ning divisions, and the girls from several years ago when the ma- classmen. quirements are met. 
Edgediff, the Mount, and Good jority of the male singers entered In a very enjoyable interview To pre-engineering students 
Samaritan Nursing School are in- the service. with Lt. Colonel Frank Smith here at Xavier, the program of-
vited. A special invitation will be All those who indicated at the (Commanding Officer), Lt. Col- fers a particularly good oppor-
sent to the six candidates who beginning of the year, interest in onel John Merzweiler, Major Stu- tunity. The 974th Engineer Bat-
are chosen at the Musket Ball to- Dot Trageser choral work are being notified art Stoll, and Warrant Officer talion (Construction) headed by 
night. of the meeting by phone. Anyone William Rohdenburg, this report- Lt. Col. Merzweiler have pro-
Although being held at the Ev- Cecil Young's orchestra will else who would like to come is er saw the installations of the Re- grams of training that can be 
anston campus, the Valentine play from 9 to 12 in South H~ll invited. An exceptional singing serve Center and the units .at helpful in preparing for an en-
Dance is being sponsored in the o~ t~e day campus. The ad~1s- voice or. singing experience are work .as. :vell as learned of its. gineering ~areer .. 
interest of the Evening College. ~1on is t?e usual 50 cents. Assist- not required .. The choral club is potentialities. To exp~am details and answer 
It is the Social Club's first func- mg Chairman Trageser are Judy for anyone mterested in group In short, these are the principal the questions students may have, 
tion of the spring semester, and Ol~erdin~, .Don Hartman and, singing who can, at least, carry advantages of belonging for the Rese~·ve officials will be on cam-
as many Social Club members as Wilma D1ckmson. a tune. average student. First of all, the pus m South Hall Jan. 25. 
possible are asked to attend. 
XUEC Offers New 
Non-credit Courses 
Registrations are now being ac-
cepted for several Short Courses 
for the XUEC Spring Semester. 
The courses are: "General Home 
Maintenance and Repair," "Home 
Gardening," "Contract Bridge," 
and "Explorations in Advertis-
ing." 
The informal "Do It Yourself'' 
course on home maintenance and 
Repair will be conducted by spe-
cialists of the local home con-
struction, supply and maintenance 
fields. It is scheduled to cover all 
phases of home bu.ilding and re-
pair. Each meeting will be fol-
lowed by a voluntary "Questions-
from-the-floor" period in which 
individual problems may be di-
rected to the session leaders. 
Classes will be held from 7: 30 to 
9: 15 on Thursday evenings from 
Feb. 18 to April 22 in the EC 
fourth floor auditorium. 
The second course, "Home Gar-
dening," will cover care of lawns, 
shrubs, and trees. This course will 
be held on eight consecutive Mon-
day evenings. 
"Contract Bridge," the third 
scheduled course, will be con-
ducted by Mrs. Herman Lackman, 
a master instructor of the Goren 
Bridge System.· Any group of 
four people may request their 
own table in order that they may 
learn with their friends. This 
course will be on Tuesday, 7: 30 
to 9: 15 from Feb. 16 to April 6. 
The fourth course, "Explora-
tions in Advertising," will be held 
in the Albert Cash Memorial 
(Continued on Pace 8) 
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• COMPANY = 
Cincinnati, Ohio I 
, _ ____:_,J 
-31,000 ACTUAL STUDENT INTERVIEWS 
SHOW COLLEGE SMOKERS PREFER LUCKIES 
·TO ALL OT.HER BRANDS! 
In 1952, a survey of colleges 
throughout the country showed that 
smokers in those colleges preferred 
Luckies to any other cigarette. In 
1953, another far more extensive 
and comprehensive survey-super-




based on more than 31,000 actual 
student interviews-once again 
proves Luckies' overwhelming pop-
ularity. Yes, Luckies lead again over 
all other brands, regular or king size 
... and by a wide mar~in! The num-
ber-one reason: Luckies' better taste I 
LUCKllS TAI.Tl BITTER CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER! 
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Tliird Baseina11 Bobby .4darns 'X-Presents' On Air Harkins To Exhibit Sociality Scbedule 
• ., . • (Continued from Page 1) Manuscripts On TV (Continued from Page 3) 
Spar ks jltJ ctr di G 1·as M eetin O' as a ventriloquist, a sextet of girl A . f t . 1\londay Elet 1 
~ singers from Regina, impression- p~esentation ° ex ensi~e Hall 7 
by Jolm Van Flarulerri . ists and even a performance by a.cademic research on the Hom.1- Hall 12 
· · d C t · bl d · · · · hes of St. John Chrysostom will The Mardi Gras Committee an ap ams assem e m Dick Costello with his famous b WL·w T J 30 h Tuesday Elet 2 
Hall 11 
· d T N f J e seen on - an. , w en South Hall Monday night, Jan. 18, for their secon report snakes (see he ews o an. Dr. Paul Harkins, associate pro-
meeting and party. Returns were made and the general pro- 15). . fessor of Classical Languages, Herald 1505-1507 
gress of the campaign discussed. Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman, Fr. McCummiskey to~? T.he presents what will truly be in the Wednesday 
SJ. dean of men and Chairman Dick Plageman announced News that .the cast for Xavier nature of an educational TV pro-
. ' .' . " k Presents" is open to students gram at 11:35 a. m. 
Elet 3 
Hall 10 
that the . flo~v ofd 1 el tutr nsl 100 • s He is optimistic about the spirit from any college in the Greater Together with several of the 
encouragmg an t rn p ans aie 1 f th c· Cl b . c· . t' A T 1 t k d . . Thursday ' . tl anc chances o e mcy u m memna 1 rea. a en pac e students who have been assistmg 
Herald 1509-1511 
Marion 1 & 2 
Hall 9 complete for s~e?pm~ ~p .~e the 1954 season. "We're tired of institutions such as the College him in some of the laborious tech-
tem?o of the c nve urmg 1 s being in the second division and I of Music, the Conservatory of niques of research, Dr. Harkins 
closmg month.. . t'' d' we're going all out to get up· Music and Schuster-Martin Dra- will exhibit his method of edi- Friday 
Herald 1513-1515 
Marion 3 
Hall 8 Three. of Cmcmna is lea ~ng there," Bob stated in discussing I matic School have many repre- tion and comparison of various 
sports figures were guests at he the team spirit. He expressed sentatives on the cast. Rehearsals manuscripts of the sermons of 
. · confidence in Birdie Tebbitts and I are held at B:OO p. m. Thursdays the famous Byzantine Father of Satur<lay 
Herald 1517-1519 
Bobby Allums 
party: Ed Kennedy, Bob Gilmore, 
and guest speaker Bobby Adams, 
Redleg Third Baseman. 
The well-known and liked vet-
eran of the "hot-corner" told the 1 
group many interesting events 
about professional baseball and 
the Reels in particular. Bob said 
that he now regrets that he did 
not get a college education him-
self, and stressed the importance 
of getting a good one, even in 
baseball. 
Opel'ation Youth Pushed 
In 'falks To KC, Vets 
Mr. John A. Moser, director of 
Operation Youth, spoke to the 
State Council of 1.he Knights of 
Columbus last week and is slated 
to address the Corporate Com-
munion and breakfast of the 
Hamilton County Chapter of 
Catholic War Veterans, Jan. 31. 
He will explain the annual week-
long Xavier citizenship training 
program for high school boys, 
winner of a 1951 Freedom Foun-
dations Award. 
Four EC Courses Outlined 
(ContinueJ from Page 7) 
Room in Logan Chemistry Build-
ing at the Evanston Campus. Dis-
cussions in this course will cover 
a complete survey of the adver-
tising field including local, re-
gional and national advertising 
campaigns and the suitable media 
for each of these campaigns. 
The fee for each of the eight 
weeks courses is $8.00. Registra-
tions are being handled at the 
Evening College Office. 
r·-·-··-··-··-··-··-·-··-·-.. -·1 
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I LANDEN, LTD. ii 
606 Vine St. 
__ :~~=-7:4~. 1 
in the players in general. in the Blue Room of Union Hall. the Church. 
"I smoke REGULAR 
Chesterfietd," says 
Mary Healy 
"I like KING-SIZE 
Chesterfield," says 
Peter lind Hayes 
Friends of 
our Lady 
SMOKE REGULAR OR KING-SIZE CHESTERFIELD • •• 
AMERICA'S MOST POPUIAR 
2·WAY CIGARERE 
THE QUALITY YOU WANT 
No matter which size Chesterfield 
you buy you get the same premium 
quality cigarette, and all the flavor 
and mildness that goes with it! You 
get the world's best tobaccos, selected 
by Chesterfield buyers with the help 
of our research chemists •.. and 
proven, by actual tobacco tests, to be 
highest in quality. 
THE LOW NICOTINE YOU WANT 
Before we buy tobaccos for Chester-
fields, our laboratories take samples 
from all over the tobacco country 
and analyze them for low nicotine 
content. The extra care pays off! In 
recent "tobacco tests," the six leading 
brands of cigarettes were chemically 
analyzed. The findings: of them all, 
Chesterfield is highest in quality -
low in nicotine. 
THE PROOF YOU OUGHT TO HAVE 
A group of Chesterfield smokers have been ex-
amined by a doctor every two months for almost 
two years. 45% of them - on the average - have 
been smoking Chesterfield for well over 10 years. 
The doctor's examinations show ... 
no adlJerae effect• to 
the noae, throat and 
•inuaea from amoking 
Cheaterfield. 
Consider Chesterfield's rec-
ord with these smokers -
with millions of other 
smokers throughout Amer-
ica. Change to Chesterfield 
and enjoy the taste and mildness you want -
highest in quality-low in nicotine-best for you! 
•• 
